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Abstract
Evolution of high-speed recording technology of the vocal folds is discussed here. Also
the nature of the nomenclature used to describe this process is reviewed and the term
High Speed Digital Phonoscopy (HSDP) is proposed to be used when referring to visualization of the glottis with high speed technology. The two other terms commonly used
for this process are High Speed Digital Imaging (HSDI) and High Speed Video (HSV).
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Past
Although the desire to visually and permanently capture in real-time the mechanics of
the vocal folds (VF) have occupied researchers for decades, it was essentially an impossible task until the ultra-high-speed camera (UHSC) became available in 1937 to D. Farnsworth of Bell Labs in NYC, NY [1]. Twenty years later the ultra-high-speed camera made
its way to Paul More, PhD and Hans von Leden, MD, who then worked as a team at the
Northwestern University in Chicago, IL.
Using their technical intuition and scientific curiosity, they constructed an ingenious
and a very complicated contraption to use UHSC to film the vibrating human VF during
healthy and dysphonic phonation as well as during many vegetative tasks. To do that,
they focused the UHSC lens on the image of the vibrating human glottis observed in
vivo via its reflection on a laryngeal mirror inserted intra-orally and again reflected by
an angled magnifying mirror upon which the UHSC was focused. With this arrangement
shown in Figures 1-3 (all figures in this chapter are courtesy of Hans von Leden), they
managed to film the vibrating VF at the speed of 2000 frames per second in color or at
faster speeds in black and white. Visual images were filmed with synchronized audio recordings, a very complicated task, as the UHSC motor drive was extremely noisy.

Figure 1. A view of the female subject
guiding her oral cavity over the fixed
laryngeal mirror moments before her
VF were to be filmed with the UHSC.
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Figure 2. Overall view of the complicated
filming contraption developed by Moore
and von Leden using UHSC to film the
human glottis in action. To prevent noise
and camera heat a protective box was
constructed. The actual image capture
was via filming of the glottis reflected in
the laryngeal mirror inserted into the oral
cavity as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3. Shows the black and white view
of the glottis and the vocal folds captured in at the speed above 2000 f/s with
the system developed by Moore and von
Leden. This system is depicted in Figure
2. Also see the Front Cover Description.

The work of Moore and von Leden was eventually combined in a series of films entitled The Larynx and the Voice (comprising three parts). These films were awarded many
international prizes. Among these honors are the June 1957 Minerva Prize, awarded at
the Third International Festival of the Scientific Films in Turin, Italy, and The Silver Robot,
awarded at the Third International Review of Specialized Cinematography in May 1957
in Rome, Italy.
Their studies of the larynx using the UHSC revolutionized our understanding of how
the VF, the glottis and the supraglottic area work in phonation, during cough, in throat
clearing, and in production of laughter.
Beside the immediate scientific value, the work of Moore and von Leden led to the
development of optical instruments suitable for examination of the VF in action that are
reliable, simple, and applicable to both research and clinical work. We now refer to these
instruments as high-speed digital image (HSDI/HSDP) capturing systems.
Present HSDI or HSV systems
The first generation of these HSDI systems became available in the mid-1990s. Improvements followed and continue to follow. These commercially available systems are also
referred to as high-speed videoendoscopy (HSV), with videokymography (VKG) having
a separate development route. The older (original) systems were capable of high speed
scanning of up to 7800 lines/s for VKG, with the scanning capacity only in the anterior-toposterior plane while recording at 2000 f/s. Contemporary special purpose HSDI cameras
are remarkably fast, as these are capable of recording at up to 1 million f/s or higher. Systems for laryngeal visualization use typically 2000-8000 f/s, though systems with 16,000
f/s have been used for research purposes. To learn more about the evolution of these
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systems and what challenges this technology faces, please refer to an excellent chapter
by Harm Schutte (Chapter 11) in this volume.
USA and EU
At this time only few HSDP systems are available commercially. In the US, the HSDP system of choice is the system produced by KayPENTAX. To learn more about the KayPENTAX HSDI system, please visit their website (www.kayelemetrics.com; 3 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645-1725 USA). A first hand review of their system is also present in this
publication (see Chapter 7).
In Europe, one HSDP system is used predominantly. This system is built by Richard
Wolf AG (Richard Wolf GmbH, Pforzheimer Strasse 32, 75438 Knittlingen, Germany). This
system also provides easy access to kymographic analysis. The accuracy of this kymographic selection can be questioned, but for clinical purposes it is a very efficient and
elegant system. To read more information about Wolf HSDP, please visit their website
(www.richard-wolf.com/en/human-medicine/ent-orl/products/phoniatric).
Sweden and the Netherlands are spearheading research into less costly and clinically
friendly systems. These systems are addressed in this volume in more details by Larsson
and Hertegård (Chapter 9) and by Schutte and de Mul (Chapter 11).
Kymography
Kymography (see Chapter 11 by Schutte and de Mul and Chapter 20 by Švec in this volume) is a technology applied to HSDP for the purposes of in-depth qualitative analysis
of the VF at the specific points alongside the glottis. Both KayPENTAX and Wolf systems
provide ways of obtaining kymographic analysis of the captured HSDP signals. Another
German company, XION GmbH EndoSTROB sysyem, provides kymographic analysis on
signals captured via laryngovideostroboscopy (LVS). A review of this technology is found
in Chapter 13 of this volume. This route has been chosen because, HSDP is not only expensive but also cumbersome in a way. Applying kymographic principle to LVS, restricted
by speed of the frame acquisition in the regular LVS, gives partially a phantom analysis.
To obtain LVS kymographic imaging, regular LVS signals are processed via a software
package called DiVAS Strobokymography (XION GmbH EndoSTROB). This product essentially mimics the HSDP driven kymography process by applying kymographic principles
to a regular video-recorded LVS. The XION system is hence a hybrid technology based on
classical LVS. This system is now labeled by XION producer as a “videostrobokymography
(VSK)” system. VSK is not a bad idea for the clinic, but it perpetuates all the shortcomings
inherent in the basic LVS process.
Articles on the advantages and shortcomings of VSK and on VSK applications to solve
clinical problems are found in volume one and two of this publication. To learn more
about this manufacturer (XION) and their system(s) please visit www.xion-medical.com/
en/system-solutions/voice-diagnostics-therapy/stroboscopy/divas-strobokymography/.
Future
Because HSDP is both costly and cumbersome not only in data acquisition but in data reduction as well, various modifications of the basic HSDI technology aiming at cost reduction, and ease of operations as well as in creating multi-tasking machines are underway
in the Netherlands, Sweden, and in Japan. A discussion of these systems can be found in
these volumes.
HSDP technology is evolving, albeit not as rapidly as the research community would
desire. Constraints are multifold and clinical applicability of the HSDP, although giving
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high informational yield, is essentially economically prohibitive for the systems to be universally used in voice clinics at this time. The nature of technology and medicine is inherently tied up with the methods of reimbursements, which require specific procedural
codes that are approved and hence reimbursable by health coverage. This typically takes
a long time and the outcomes are not fully predictable. Hence, there is an underlying
dichotomy in the technology industry, to produce, i.e invest, or not to produce.
Conclusions
At the time of this publication three major players produce systems that are applicable
for both clinic and research. In the US, Kay-PENTAX (www.Kay-Pentax.com) has a strong
hold while in EU, it is Richard Wolf (www.richardwolfusa.com) and Xion GmbH that are
most often used.
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